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HEALTH AND TOURISM CENTER BANJA VRUĆICA  

For someone who wants to escape a few days from a speedy tempo of modern life, the Banja Vrucica Spa is the oasis 
of tranquility , health and beauty, an ideal place to make new friends. Health – tourism Center Banja Vrucica is 
located in northern Bosnia and Herzegovina, close to Teslic town, with famous springs of thermal mineral watter 
which was used by old Romans. Located only 25 km from city Doboj on the road towards the Adriatic Sea,  direction 
from  Zagreb via Slavonski Brod, Doboj, Sarajevo, Mostar,Dubrovnik. It is surrounded by gentle hills, slopes of Borja 
mountain, with thick deciduous and evergreen forests, and connected with the vast plain of the Usora river valley, at 
230 meters above sea level. Its moderately continental climate, along with mineral waters, provides fresh air and 
health for relaxation in peace and quiet. 

   

Banja Vrucica as a complex offers 4 hotels with 950 beds. The guests have at their disposal a number of facilities and 
services which present Banja Vrucica Spa as well-known natural spa, conference, recreation, manifestation and 
tourist center. 

Hotels Kardial, Posavina and Serbia and “Special Hospital” with Herzegovina hotel are surrounded by green forests, 
trees and picturesque parks. Besides accommodation they offer prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of patients 
with cardiovascular, physical, rheumatologic and neurological disorders. 

 

The basic activity of the Health tourism centre Banja Vrucica is medical rehabilitation, conducted in a special hospital 
for the rehabilitation of cardiovascular diseases. Rehabilitation and treatments are carried out with patients after 
myocardial infarction, balloon dilatation and stent implantation, bypass surgery, heart valves surgery, surgeries on 
blood vessels (carotid artery, aorta, blood vessels of extremities). Besides, we deal with rehabilitation and treatment 
of rheumatic, neurological and posttraumatic diseases and conditions. 
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It was proved that healing properties of our thermal mineral water have positive effects in the rehabilitation of 
cardiovascular, neurological and rheumatic diseases, and it was the reason for the Health tourism centre Banja 
Vrucica to become known as a popular, well equipped spa centre with trained personnel. 

 

 

Banja Vrucica is situated in the heart of the Bosnia and Herzegovina and yet far from busy and crowded cities. Its 
specific position and available facilities make Kardial Hotel an ideal place for businessmen meetings as they can 
enjoy natural environment in order to devote themselves fully and give maximum results in their work. 

Kardial and Posavina Hotels offer congress halls with modern audio and video equipment, and supporting 
equipment required for successful work. The size and organization of the halls, which are connected by wide 
corridor, make them an ideal place for organizing all kinds of congresses, symposiums, consultations, educational 
and other business meetings. Our experienced staff makes the stay of every organization or individual easier and 
more pleasant. 

 

What's new in Health-tourism center Banja Vrucica, as well as in the whole Bosnia and Herzegovina, is the Medical 
& Wellness Center in Kardial hotel that we are very proud of.  The services that we offer within the Medical & 
Wellness Center are: massages (relax, sports and medical), saunas, indoor swimming pools, and fitness gym. 

The tradition of Banja Vrucica is treating various diseases with mineral water and providing health care service, 
provided by medical experts. Mineral water springs are the basis for Medical wellness programs offered by our 
center. Standard medical wellness program requires: 

- medical examination 

- thermal baths 

- healing mud and acupuncture 
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The important parts of the Health- tourism center Banja Vrucica are the sports fields. These courts for play: 
basketball,volleyball,handball,tennis,table tennis,mini football,football,numerous walking and running paths,cycling 
und so on, are located near our hotels (Kardial, Posavina, Herzegovina and Serbia), surrounded by forests and 
flower parks. 

All of our services are provided by a highly professional staff that is always ready to advise and devote their time to 
You. 

 

 

Sincerely yours!                                                                                                                                    
          GENERAL MANAGER: 

              Dr Dragan Bogdanić 
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